* John Wells, Mike Gaspar, Peter Weston, and Rick Rathvon got the solar water heater at the school up to steaming hot. Bob Anderson almost burned his hand testing the temperature.

* Lewis MacAdams' mother is in town for Passover. She is currently teaching Phoebe her Matzoh ball recipe.

* Ogira's Transportation Study Board of Control entertained a suggestion last week that Golden Gate Transit Busses make weekend runs to Pala Marin Trailhead from over the hill. Paul Kayfetz, citizen representative of the board, would appreciate your written comments. Box 310 Bolinas.

* Orville Schell is circulating a petition for an initiative to be put on the next ballot against unsafe Nuclear Power Plants.

* Peter Marshall saw two Ospreys at low tide on the sand bar at the end of the channel. He said that they were eating fish that were waiting to get into the lagoon.

Sharon Real Estate
Bolinas Properties
New listing - $24,000.00 1 Bedroom
On the Mesa
868-1942

* The casting machine at school was working. Thanks to David Leheny, Chris Sholdos cast a rat ring, another ring, and a bat pendant. The next day some kids cast a potato bug in copper.

* Turn in your News the way you want it to look. That way I won't have to do so much work, and the *Bolinas* News will look better. Write, paint, or type on white paper with black ink (this is a flair pen). A sheet of typing paper folded the long way is the right size. High contrast black and white photographs print best, as do line drawings. You can leave News at the butcher counter at the store, or at my house (256 Elm at Laurel), or call 468-1497 (afternoons).

P.S. Try to write small.
GARDENING
by BARBARA PACE

Floating days are here again.
That giddy time of year again.
Get your asses all in gear again.
Happy days are here again.

Many kinds of vegetable seeds
are going directly into the ground:
peas, radishes, carrots, onions, cabbage, cauliflower,
lettuce, broccoli. Don't waste
that time on things that like warm
weather yet, like corn, squash,
and tomatoes. They just don't
grow. Wait another two or
three weeks.

Smiley's
MONDAY NIGHT CARD GAMES
LIFE BEGINS AT 40
SNACKS
APRIL 8 AT 8:00 P.M.

RADIO DRAMA
- TRYOUTS (AND FIRST READING)
"THE WIND IN THE WILLOWS"
Parts: Narrator, Mole, Ratty, Toad, Magistrate, Guard, Washer-Woman, Tailor, Stationmaster, Engineer, Ranger.
Wednesday night, 7:00, Community Center.

SPORTS
by ROY BUCKMAN

EDITORIAL
THE STATE OF THE GIANTS.
The 1974 BASEBALL SEASON IS
UNDERWAY, AND ALTHOUGH THE GIANTS
HAVE A YOUNG, EXCITING, GOOD-HITTING
TEAM, THEY WILL PLACE AT SEASON'S END
NO BETTER THAN 4th. THIS IS DUE TO
TWO HUGE FACTORS; MISERABLE
PITCHING AND A STUPID MANAGER.
CHARLIE FOR'S IDEA OF BASEBALL
WOULD HAVE BEEN FINE DURING THE
GREAT DEPRESSION, BUT NOW IT'S
ARCHAIC. FIRE THE JERK! AS FOR
THE PITCHING, IT WILL COMPLETELY
DEMOBRALIZE OUR YOUNG TEAM WITH
ITS INEFFICITUALITY. SORRY FOLKS,
NOT MUCH TO SAY ABOUT THE
GIANTS, POSSIBLY YOU COULD TRY
THE OTHER TEAM IN OAKLAND.
HOWEVER, THEY HAVE PROBLEMS
WITH THEIR IDIOT OWNER AND
SOUTHERN PREACHER MANAGER.

JOIN THE DRAGON
A COMMUNAL EXPERIMENT
WITH THE MOVING THEATRE
FRI. 12 COMM. CENTER, 8:30.
Tickets $3.00 (and dinner includ.
AT THE "OLD LIBRARY,” SOWLEY.
BRING PILLOW ETC.

FOR SALE: FERTILE EGGS, FRESH DAILY,
OCEAN-10111, 90-385, ROAD.
OPPOSITE MESA ROAD INTERSECTION.

FOR SALE: SLIGHTLY USED
EARTH SHOES, $15.00, SIZE 7 1/2.
BALL SADDLES, $60-0582.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT...

ELECTRICITY There exists a P.E.E. line within 300 feet of Paradise Valley. This “convenience” will not be utilized. The decision was based upon a natural response to present trends of lethargic over-consumption of irrecoverable energy resources, uneconomical distribution systems and environmentally faulty methods of production. Megalomaniac, not-withstanding, organizational miscreance and bureaucratic inefficiency, is secondary.

Morning in Bolinas

Fog wears thin
As the sun wades in
Estereous birds are in cedars
Waterfowl drop in as feeders
Breakers arrive
at land’s end all tore
Tons of water
collapse on our shore
But above this rumble and crash
Above the honk and the splash
Above the chirp of the bird
THE BATTLE OF CONSTRUCTION IS HEARD!
For it’s morning in Bolinas
Hammers are pounding
Sanders are grinding
Chain saws are whining
Rattlers are bored
Concrete is poured
Roofs are set with skylight
Walls have been raised overnight
Rooms with extensions
Shingles, pretension
Here a mushroom, there a dome
Just a fantasy and maybe a house
But whether a mansion
or a simple cage
Here construction is all the rage.

Meantime the cliff continues to drop
Soon the happy builders will stop.

-Herman Berland